The problem of whether the doubly-closed·shell state of 56Ni is stable or not against the 4p·4h excitations caused by the a-like four· nucleon correlations is investigated by testing the stability condition of the HF ground state. First, the stability condition of the HF ground state against the a·like four·nucleon correlations is reformulated. Second, the stability of the HF ground state in 56Ni is examined using the refined stability condition. The calculations with the use of available effective interactions indicate that the HF ground state with the double magic number Z = N = 28 is unstable against the a·like 4p-4h excitations. § 1. Introduction
In the fp-shell and sd-shell nuclei, a-like four-nucleon correlations have a tendency to form a substructure composed of two protons and two neutrons. The acluster model developed in the sd-shell nuclei has succeeded in describing 44Ti, 60Zn, etc.1)-7) However, the Hartree-Fock (HF) single-nucleon mean field seems to influence the a-like substructure in fp-shell nuclei heavier than the sd-shell nuclei. In this paper, we use the term 'a-like' in a broad sense, as used in the study of a-like superfluidity. We refer to a correlated 2p-2n unit with T=O in nuclei as 'a-like substructure'. This does not correspond to the a-cluster in the a-cluster model but could be complementary to the latter in a wide view of nuclei.
Starting with the shell-model hamiltonian, in a previous paperS) we have studied the collective motion of many nucleons (containing many units of the a-like substructure) induced by the a-like four-nucleon correlations. There, we proposed a picture of the collective a-like cluster mode with J = T = 0 in the angular momentum and isospin space. This picture provides useful building blocks to describe the state having many units of the a-like substructure. Its calculation shows that the ground states of the N = Z even-even nuclei, 4SCr, 52 Fe and 56Ni, are possibly approximated by a condensed state of the J= T=O a-like clusters as the condensed Cooper-pair state. The calculation suggests the jumping of a substantially large number of nucleons from the f7/2 hole level to the particle levels (Pm, f5/2, P1/2) in 56Ni having the double magic number Z=N=28, which could be called "a-like superfluidity", like the pairing superfluidity.
The a-like superfluid state has been studied for some time. 9H6 ) It is, however, still an open problem whether the a-like superfluid state really exists in nuclei. Marumori and Suzuki 9 ) ,IO) developed a method treating the transition to the a-like superfluid phase as the stability problem of the HF ground state.l7)-21) They conclud-ed that the first excited states with r=O+ of 16 0 and 40Ca are the 4-particle-4-hole-like states and the HF ground state is not unstale there. Such a study has not been carried out yet for the doubly-closed-shell state of 56Ni with Z = N =28. The purpose of this paper is to investigate, following the approach of Marumori and Suzuki, whether the HF ground state of 56Ni is stable or not against the 4p-4h excitations caused by the a-like four-nucleon correlations.
We follow Marumori and Suzuki in describing the a-like four-nucleon correlations using the 4-body scattering modes in the new-Tamm-Dancoff (NTD) approximation. (Following Refs. 9) and 10) , we use the term NTD rather than the higher RP A. 22 ) However, discussion about the stability problem of the HF ground state in Refs. 9) ~ ll) leaves room for refinement. Marumori and Suzuki's stability condition has an ambiguity involved with the way to fix the base level of the single-particle energies.
In practical application, moreover, careful consideration seems to be necessary for the judgement of whether the ground state in fact turns to a new phase. We therefore review the stability condition of the HF ground state against the a-like four-nucleon correlations. We express the variational function in a symmetrical form with respect to the 4p and 4h creation modes, from which we derive a stability condition within the same approximation as that of Marumori and Suzuki. The new expression of the stability condition has the merit that it is free from the manner in which the base level of energy is fixed and has a clear physical meaning. The task to review the stability condition of the HF ground state against the a-like four-nucleon correlations is carried out in § 2. The question of whether the ground state of 56Ni is in the HF phase or not is examined by calculating the refined stability condition with the use of available effective interactions in § 3. A brief summary is given in § 4. § 2. a-like four-nucleon correlations and stability of the HF ground state
NTD treatment of the a-like four-nucleon modes
The NTD treatment of the a-like four-nucleon modes was developed by Marumori and Suzuki.
)
We shortly review the main points related to the later discussion about the stability of the HF ground state.
Considering a doubly-closed-shell nucleus with the isospin T=O, let us start with the particle-hole transformation of the nucleon operator d, The Greek subscript a denotes various quantum numbers n, I, j, m, and isospin in the j -j coupling scheme. The Roman subscript a represents all quantum numbers except the magnetic quantum number m and the z-component of isospin K (a= (a, ma, Ka) and Ci=(a, -m a, -Ka». The operators aa and ba denote the particle and hole annihilation operators, respectively. They satisfy the relations where I <1>0> is the HF ground state of the doubly-closed-shell nucleus under consideration.
We assume that the hamiltonian is hermitian and its matrix elements are real. 
where Nk is a normalization constant. It should be noted that the interaction Hres in Eq. (2-9) is not taken into account, and the couplings of the a-like four-nucleon modes with other correlated modes are neglected in the NTD approximation for Eq. (2 -12).
We can classify the a-like four-nucleon modes X: into the following three types:
the eigenmodes having leading amplitudes ¢l are the 4p creation modes (denoted below by at), the eigenmodes having leading amplitudes ~m are the 4h annihilation modes (denoted by (3) and is -1 for the unphysical modes. It is known from experience with numerical calculations that complex solutions of the NTD equation (2 '14) and some of real solutions such as w(a) = w(fJ) cannot satisfy the orthonormality condition (2 '15) . If such solutions appear, the NTD approximation for the a-like four-nucleon modes loses the applicability. The physical solutions should have real eigenenergies and should satisfy the orthonormality condition (2 ·15). These properties are related to the stability condition of the HF ground state.
Stability condition of the HF ground state
The stability problem of the HF ground state obliges us to pay attention to the lowest-energy mode. Let us write the respective lowest-energy modes of the 4p and 4h creation modes as
the lowest-energy 4p creation mode, /3J: the lowest-energy 4h creation mode.
These operators satisfy the equations of motion
The terms zJ and zJ are similar to z1 in Eq. (2 '12). 
In addition to this, we consider another variational function with respect to the 4h mode /30 for convenience of explanation,
Let us denote the energies of the states (2'19a) and (2'19b) (2' 21) . In this subsection, we aim at expressing the stability condition of the HF ground state in a definite form in the case of real eigenenergies. Thouless I7 ) discussed the stability of the HF ground state by calculating whether the excitation energies of the Ip-1h correlated states (in the RPA sense) measured from the ground-state energy are positive. Extending this point of view, we can discuss the stability of the HF ground state against m-body scattering correlations by evaluating the excitation energies of m-partic1e-m-hole correlated states. (Note that the zero point of energy for mp-mh excitations is automatically set to be the groundstate energy.) It is instructive for this purpose to suppose 4p-4h-like excitations for the operator st in the variational function of the Sawada-Fukuda theory/8).2I) exp{i,u(St +S)}IC1>o>. However, we do not determine the 4p-4h-like excitation modes anew using the NTD method, but we construct separately 4p and 4h modes to take account of the 4-body scattering correlation within the equations of motion (2 ·18). This is because it is very difficult to solve the NTD equation for genuine 4p-4h-like modes, and also we do not want to take into account correlations more than those treated by the NTD approximation for the 4p and 4h modes. Assuming that aJ and PJ are good building blocks of excitation, we express the lowest 4p-4h-like excitation approximately in terms of aJ and PJ . We thus neglect the couplings between the 4p and 4h modes and particle-hole correlations contained in Hres. Such effects are not considered in the variational functions (2'19) 
When w(ao) and w(/3o) are real and the orthonormality condition (2 ·15) is satisfied, ~m(ao) and ~m(/3o) are determined to be real, and hence all the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2·24) offset each other, Le.,
The right-hand side of Eq. (2·24) also equals 0 if w(ao) and w(/3o) are complex conjugate, w(ao) = w*(/3o). Within the NTD approximation for aot and /3J, neglecting the residual terms zJ
and Zp in Eq. (2·18), the 2nd-order differential coefficient of E(J1.) at J1.=O is given by
The This condition implies the condition that both of w(ao) and w«(3o) are real, as mentioned above Eq. (2·29). If w(ao) or w«(3o) is complex, the 1st-order differential coefficient (2'24) is not zero in general. When w(ao)=w*«(3o), the 1st-order differential coefficient (2·24) is zero, but the 2nd-order differential coefficient (2· 27) becomes zero. The minimal condition of E(/1) at /1=0 is therefore violated in general if the eigenenergy w(ao) or w«(3o) becomes complex. The same is true when we consider other a-like four-nucleon modes al t and (3m in the variational function exp {i/1(al t (3~+ (3mal)}I(]». It was pointed out by Sawada Z1 ) that the appearance of a complex solution indicates the instability of the HF ground state. Originally, a complex solution and a solution which cannot be normalized should not be classified as the physical modes al and (3m. The variational function (2' 22) (also (2 ·19a) or (2 . 19b)) loses physical meaning for such solutions, as mentioned above.
The stability condition of the HF ground state against the a-like four-nucleon correlations is therefore that the eigenenergies of the physical modes al and (3m are real and the quantity {w(ao) -w«(3o)} is positive. This stability condition is not different from the standard condition of Sawada Z1 ) except that w(ao) >0 and w«(3o) < 0 are replaced by {w(ao)-w«(3o)} >0. As a result the present stability condition seems to have the same quality of approximation as that of Sawada, though the calculation of the 2nd-order differential coefficient is not exact in the present treatment. The conclusion that the HF ground state is not the minimum energy state if one of the eigenenergies of at and /3m is complex is strictly valid when w(ao) =1= w*(/3o) and is independent of the approximation made for at and /3m. The proof of Sawada 21 ) supports the conclusion including the case of w(ao) = w*(/3o). It should be noted that the approximation made in the calculation of the 2nd-order differential coefficient is related only to the case of real eigenenergies.
The merit of using the variational function (2·22) instead of (2·19a) 
The stability condition of the HF ground state is given by {w(ao) -w(/3o)} >0. (Note here that the relation (2· 30b) is exact if there is no particle-hole interaction.) This condition is included in the stability condition stated in the last paragraph for the NTD modes as a special limit neglecting the third terms in the a-like four-nucleon modes (2·11). Accordingly we can judge that the HF ground state no longer satisfies the minimal energy condition if {w(ao)-w(/3o)}<O or if one of the eigenenergies is complex. As seen later, the point where {w(ao)-w(/3o)} becomes zero is not equal to the border where a complex solution starts, except for a special case. This situation is confusing in contrast with the pairing case where the eigenenergies of the lowest 2p and 2h modes become complex conjugates after they become equal to each other. Careful consideration is necessary for the judgement of whether the phase transition surely takes place. The physical meaning of the inequality {w(ao) -w(/3o)} > 0 that the 4p-4h-like states never lie lower than the ground state will give a clue to this consideration.
Applicability
The form of the NTD equation (2 ·14) suggests a pair of complex conjugate solutions w(ao)= w*(/3o) for strong a-like four-nucleon correlations, in a case where the matrix of Eq. (2·14) is symmetric except for the signs under the exchange of particles and holes. As an example, let us consider the simplest two-level model with jp=jh = 3/2 which has symmetric matrix elements MP = h <:J" MP = h <;/ = h ~p = h ~~) and hW 2h )=0 in Eq. (2·14). We appropriately fix the values of these matrix elements, except a common factor x, and vary the factor x from 0 to 1. The NTD equation (2·14) gives one at mode, one /3 mode and four unphysical modes with leading Fig. l(b) , where the hole level is f7l2, the particle level is P3l2, and the effective interaction are those of Kuo and Brown. 23 ) We see the complicated appearance of complex solutions in Fig. l(b) , where if an eigenenergy is complex, its real part is represented by a dot.
Let us follow the variation of the NTD solutions depending on a common strength factor x of the interactions Hpp, Hhh and Hv in Fig. l(b) . This situation casts a doubt as to whether the instability implies a decisive phase trasition, though the complex value of w(ao) implies the instability of the HF ground state. This delicate ambiguity may be attributed to the approximation made for X1 in our treatment. Both energies of the physical modes ad and /30 turn essentially complex for x >0.7 and lose physical meaning. The NTD approximation for the four-nucleon modes loses applicability there. In such a situation, it is difficult to determine the critical point where the excitation energy of the lowest 4p-4h-like state becomes zero. The asymptotic behavior of {w(ao)-w(/3o)}, however, predicts that the excitation energy reaches zero before x o =O.8. We can safely say that the HF ground state is unstable at x=1.
The above result indicates a defect in the practical application of the NTD method to the a-like four-nucleon modes. We can easily tell the boundary of stability on the formal stability condition that both of w(ao) and w(/3o) must be real. However, if we wish to determine whether the component of the 4p-4h-like state becomes dominant in the ground state by the condition {w(ao)-w(/3o)}=O, the critical point is not necessarily clear. Still, the asymptotic behavior of {w(ao) -w(/3o)} in Fig. l(b) is essentially the same as that in Fig. lea) . We can predict the range (C) where the excitation energy of the lowest 4p-4h-like state reaches zero, from a graph of the eigenenergies of the NTD equation such as Fig. l(b) . From the graph, we can discuss, allowing for some error, whether the ground state structure has changed decisively at x=1. We conclude that the stability of the HF ground state can be judged by investigating the behavior of the eigenenergies of ad and /30. § 3. Stability of the HF ground state in 56Ni
In this section, we investigate the stability of the HF ground state in 56Ni by the method formulated in § 2. Unfortunately, a good effective interaction has not been provided yet for the full fp-shell configurations near 56Ni.
We first use the same effective interaction as that in our previous paper,S) that is, the effective interaction FPD6 of Richter et al. The result of the TD approximation is also shown for comparison in Fig. 2(a) continuously at least for some range. They are plotted by the dots at intervals. The NTD equation for the a-like 4-nucleon modes gives 20 unphysical solutions for jp =(P3/2, f5/2, P1t2) and jh= 17/2. They are represented by the crosses in Fig. 2(a) .
When we follow the variation of the eignenergies of aJ and /30 depending on x in Fig. 2(a) , their behavior is disturbed at the intersections with the unphysical solutions.
The essential pattern of the solutions of aJ and /30 is, however, similar to that in
Figs. lea) and (b). From this graph we can discuss the stability of the HF ground state. The excitation energy of the lowest 4p-4h state is positive and large at x=l in the TD result. In contrast with this, the NTD result demonstrates that both solutions of aJ and /30 turn complex at x < 0.95 and the excitation energy of the lowest 4p-4h-like state asymptotically reaches zero at latest at x=1. This indicates the instability of the HF ground state according to the criterion of § 2. The eigenenergies of the NTD equation depend on the single-particle energies and the effective interaction used in the calculations. We should be careful of this point. We therefore carried out the same calculation with the other effective interaction FPMI3 of Richter et a1. 24 ) We applied the interaction FPMI3 with the mass dependence (A/42)-0.35 to 56Ni. The calculated result is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The behavior of the eigenenergies of aJ and /30 in Fig. 2(b) is more complicated than that in Fig. 2(a) but they are still similar to each other. Both solutions of aJ and /30 turn essentially complex at x < 0.8. The asymptotic behavior of {w(ao) -w(/3o)} predicts that the excitation energy of the lowest 4p-4h-like state reaches zero at x=1. From the comparison of Fig. 2(b) with (a), we find that the instability of the HF ground state takes place at a smaller x as compared with Fig. 2(a) . The ground state of 56Ni seems to be in the a-like superfiuid phase for the effective interaction FPMI3.
We also carried out the same calculation with the Kuo-Brown interaction. 23 ) The result is shown in Fig. 2(c) . In this figure, both solutions of ao t and /30 turn essentially complex at x < 0.48 in the NTD approximation. The asymptotic behavior of {w(ao)-w(/3o)} predicts that the excitation energy of the lowest 4p-4h-like state reaches zero near x=O.5. It is surprising that the energy of the lowest 4p-4h state is lower than the ground-state energy when x >0.68 even in the TD approximation. The TD result confirms that the phase transition breaks out before x=0.68. (It should be noted that the phase transition breaks out at a smaller x than the crossing point of the TD solutions.) The result indicates the strong a-like superfiuidity of the HF ground state in 56Ni for the Kuo-Brown interaction.
The difference among Figs. 2(a) ~ (c) does not so much depend on the matrix elements of H pp , Hhh and Hv as on the energy gap between the particle levels (P3/2, f 5/2, P1/2) and the f7/2 hole level in the HF single-particle basis of 56Ni. The three effective interactions used above have nearly equal values of the single-particle energies in 41Ca. However, the energies of the particle and hole levels in 56Ni are considerably changed depending on the interactions. These are given by Eq. (2· 5). The particle energies Ea relative to the iu2 hole energy are shown for the three effective interactions in Fig. 3 . The particle and hole energies in the column (d) are estimated on the assumption that the observed low-lying states of 55Ni, 57Ni and 56Ni are the unperturbed HF states.
In Fig. 3 , the particle-hole energy gap between the particle levels and the f7/2 hole In comparison with the observed levels (d) of Fig. 3 , the interaction FPD6 gives the best particle-hole energy gap but does not reproduce the correct order of the observed levels. On the contrary, the Kuo-Brown interaction reproduces the order of the observed levels, but the particlehole energy gap does not correspond to the observed one of (d).
The Kuo-Brown interaction was used in Ref. 25 ) for the shell model calculations of 56Ni, 57Ni, etc. within a truncated space (f 7l2 )n-k(P312, f 512 , PlI2)m+k(k~4). Figures 2(c) and 3, however, make it doubtful whether such a space truncation is good for the small particle-hole energy gap near 56Ni. The TD result in Fig. 2(c) , implying that the 4p-4h state lies lower than the HF ground state, suggests easy jumps of many particles and many holes (>4p-4h) caused by the a-like four-nucleon correlations. Is the HF ground state of 56Ni stable against the pairing correlations for the small particle-hole energy gap of the Kuo-Brown interaction? Figure 4 illustrates the behavior of the eigenenergies of the lowest 2p and 2h modes depending on the interaction strength factor x in the RP A, in comparison with the TD result. The employed interactions are the FPD6 and the Kuo-Brown interactions. Figure 4 shows that the HF ground state of 56Ni is unstable against the pairing correlations (the BCS equation gives the superftuid solution) in the case of the Kuo-Brown interaction. It should be noted in comparison of Fig. 4 with Fig. 2(c) that the phase transition to the a-like superftuid state takes place at a smaller x as compared with the phase transition to the pairing superfiuid state.
The truncated shell model calculation in Ref. 25) predicts the first excited 0+ state (02+) at Ex=2.30 MeV as the lowest excited state. On the other hand, if the phase transition to the a-like superfiuid state takes place, the O2+ state is expected to go up higher as in the BCS theory. The observed O2+ state is actually at Ex=3.95 MeV above the 21+ and 41 + states in 56Ni, in contrast with the fact that the lowest excited state of 40Ca (or 160) is the 0+ state considered as the 4p-4h-like state. This experimental fact seems to be a piece of evidence showing the instability of the HF ground state in 56Ni.
If the ground state of 56Ni and the low-lying states of 55Ni and 57Ni are approximated well by the HF states, the single-particle energies are given by the column (d) of Fig. 3 . On the contrary, if these states are in a superfiuid phase, the observed energy levels shown in (d) of Fig. 3 represent something like the quasiparticle energies. Effects such as the pairing energy gap result in a large odd-even mass difference between 55Ni (or 57Ni) and 56Ni, enlarging the energies of the single-particle (or single-hole) states measured from the chemical potential. In this case, the real spacing between the particle and hole levels must be smaller than that in (d) of Fig.  3 . In any case, we can regard column (d) of between the particle and hole levels. The problem is whether the ordinary effective interactions cause the a-like superfiuid state starting with the single-particle energies shown in (d) of Fig. 3 . We consider this problem in Figs. 5(a) and (b) . The matrix elements of Hpp, Hhh and Hv used are those of (a) the interaction FPD6 and (b) the Kuo-Brown interaction.
Figures 5(a) and (b) display almost the same behavior of the eigenenergies of aJ and /30. Both solutions of ao t and /30 turn essentially complex at x < 0.88, and the excitation energy of the lowest 4p-4h-like state {w(ao)-w(/3o)} vanishes asymptotically at x < 1, in both figures. These figures, using the maximal particle-hole energy gap, support the conclusion that the HF ground state of 56Ni is unstable. If the ground states near 56Ni are in the a-like superfiuid phase, the column (d) of Fig. 3 represents the 'quasiparticle' energies, as mentioned above, and the energy spacing between the particle and hole levels is smaller than that of (d). Then the phase transition takes place probably at a smaller x as compared with Figs. 5(a) and (d). This mechanism still supports the a-like superfiuidity at x=1. § 4.
Conclusion
We investigated whether the strong a-like four-nucleon correlations make the HF ground state of 56Ni unstable or not. For the purpose of this study, we first refined the stability condition of Marumori and Suzuki
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) which judges the stability of the HF ground state against the a-like four-nucleon correlations. The new expression of the stability condition is free from the manner of fixing the base level of the single-particle energies. The refined stability condition makes it possible to judge from the behavior of the NTD solutions whether the HF ground state is stable or not against the a-like four-nucleon correlations. We note here that the stability condition for real eigenenergies is obtained by making an approximation, and this point should be improved further as a theoretical problem. This defect, however, does not affect the quality of our conclusion in 56Ni.
We applied our stability-condition approach to 56Ni to examine the stability of the HF ground state with the double magic number Z=N=28. For this study, we used a couple of effective interactions which are available at present for the full fp-shell configuration space. The numerical calculations lead us to the conclusion that the HF ground state of 56Ni is unstable against the 4p-4h excitations caused by the a-like four-nucleon correlations. We also tested the stability condition by assuming the maximal spacing between the particle levels (P3/2, f5/2, PI/2) and the f7/2 hole level which can be estimated from the observed energies of 55Ni, 57Ni and 56Ni. This test supports the conclusion that the doubly-closed-shell HF solution is unstable in 56Ni against the a-like four-nucleon correlations.
After the instability of the HF ground state is realized, there exists another ground state solution with lower energy which we call the a-like superfiuid phase. The new phase of the ground state, according to Sawada and Fukuda/B) can be described as a kind of coherent state in terms of the collective a-like 4-nucleon mode. This coherent state corresponds to a condensed state of the collective a-like 4-nucleon modes in the nucleon-number conserving expression. The present conclusion sup-ports the condensed a·like cluster model for the ground states near 56Ni proposed in Ref. 8 ).
Many observations indicate that Z=28 or N=28 is a good magic number, which suggests the stability of a doubly·closed·shell HF state in 56Ni. Hence, the theoretical conclusion that the doubly·closed·shell (Z = N =28) solution is possibly not stable against the a·like four·nucleon correlations is very surprising. It would be desirable to have the structure of the ground states near 56Ni experimentally investigated. If the ground states near 56Ni are in the a·like superfiuid phase, the nucleon occupation probabilities of the particle levels (P3/2, f5/2, P1/2) are large and that of the f7/2 hole level is substantially reduced. This could be examined by observing the single·particle spectroscopic factors. The present calculation with the result of Ref. 8) also suggests large cross sections connecting the ground states of 48Cr, 52Fe and 56Ni in the a transfer reaction.
Before closing this section, we should note that the phase transition gradually takes place in nuclei because of finite degrees of freeom. In the case of the pairing correlations, for instance, the pairing superfiuid state starts at the critical point, where the excitation energy of the lowest 2p·2h·like state becomes zero according to the formal stability condtion, but the real state near the critical point is transitional from the normal to the super. The BCS approximation is not very good in this transitional region after the instability takes place. Similarly, the present stability condition provides only a qualitative judgement between the HF and a·like superfiuid phases. The numerical results do not indicate the ground state being far from the transitional region. The phase transition may not be a drastic one. The perturbation approach from the HF base, however, will not succeed after the stability condition is violated. if we replace Cl and el' with 1m and 1m"
